Respiratory monitoring is often required in experimental physiological and pharmacological studies in rodents. Currently, the mostly used techniques are direct measurement of airflow on intubated animals and whole body plethysmography. Although the reliability of these methods has been broadly demonstrated, they also have several drawbacks such as invasiveness, high cost of use or confinement of the animals. Respiratory Inductive Plethysmography (RIP) is a non-invasive technique already used in medium-sized mammals that has not yet been evaluated in small rodents. The implementation of inductive plethysmography in rats represents an instrumental challenge because of the small inductances that are expected. A rodent-specific RIP apparatus has been developed and compared to direct airflow measurement provided by a pneumotachograph (PNT) considered as the invasive gold standard for respiratory monitoring. The experiments were carried out on anesthetized rats artificially ventilated at different levels of tidal volumes (VT) covering the whole physiological range. Based on the Euclidian distance between signals, this study shows that after calibration, signals from RIP fit at 93% with PNT values. The Bland & Altman plot evidences differences between RIP and PNT lower than 20% and the values obtained are highly correlated (R = 0.98, p<0.001). This study demonstrates that it is possible to design RIP systems suitable for measurement of tidal volumes and airflow in anesthetized rats. Further studies will now be focused on the validation in extended physiological conditions. Keywords: non-invasive, respiratory monitoring, inductive plethysmography, rats, tidal volume, airflow, pneumotachograph, preclinical studies.
Introduction
Functional pulmonary parameters are commonly used in preclinical research either as experimental parameters or as vital sign indicators. Respiratory diseases are one of the 5 leading causes of death in the world (World Health Organization -WHO 2014) and the development of new treatments targeting these diseases largely relies on pathophysiology and efficacy preclinical studies. As a vital function, assessment of the respiratory system is a mandatory endpoint in the preclinical safety evaluation of new pharmaceutical compounds (ICH Expert Working Group 2000) .
Rodents are the most common animal models in preclinical research. Among them, rats represent a significant part (European commission 2013) . Existing non-invasive respiratory monitoring standard techniques in rats are derivatives of plethysmography chambers such as Unrestrained Whole Body Plethysmography (UWBP), Double Chamber Plethysmography (DCP) and Head Out Plethysmography (HOP) (Hoymann 2012) . These techniques enable measurement of flow-and volume-derived parameters in more physiological conditions than invasive methods. The main drawbacks are the previous animal acclimation-time to reduce the stress of being confined in a box (Hoymann 2007) and the long thermal stabilization period to achieve proper precision. In addition, the hermetic compartment does not allow access to the animal during the experiment.
Non-invasive methods have been demonstrated to allow proper monitoring of the respiratory system and are widely used in rodents particularly in safety pharmacology and toxicology (Hoymann 2012) . As recommended by the Safety Pharmacology Society, achieving lower invasiveness and impact on the animals is desirable as it contributes to improving sensitivity of experiments (Leishman et al 2012) . For instance, avoiding surgery and minimizing the stress induced by the protocol help phenotype preservation of fragile animals. Non-invasive approaches may also be beneficial regarding simplification of experimental setup as illustrated by the works of Cleary et al on non-invasive respiratory monitoring in neurology (Cleary et al 2012) . Finally, the advantage of reducing invasiveness is not only to increase the relevance of the data collected but also to reduce ethical concerns.
In medium-sized mammals such as dogs, monkeys, pigs, sheep or rabbits, another technique known as Respiratory Inductive Plethysmography (RIP) is frequently used (Murphy et al 2010 , Maucotel et al 2010 , Brazelton III et al 2001 , Hepponstall et al 2012 . RIP is already embedded in commercial garments dedicated to clinical and preclinical research. It relies on reconstruction of chest volumes from abdomen and thorax cross-sectional area-changes during respiratory cycles. This non-invasive and electrode-free method is convenient for use on animals with fur but to our knowledge it has not yet been applied to rats. Our purpose is to evaluate RIP potential as a non-invasive monitoring method in rats. Considering the physiological range of respiratory tidal volumes in rats, a scale gap precludes direct use of existing RIP systems in these animals. With tidal volumes being approximately 200 times smaller (2.5 to 3.5 ml) than in humans (500 to1000 ml), higher instrumental performances are required to implement inductive plethysmography in rats. Because existing RIP systems are not adapted to properly measure rat respiratory volume variations, a dedicated inductive plethysmographic device has been developed (DECRO) including an instrumented plethysmographic jacket and a high-resolution inductance analog to digital converter. The present work aims at demonstrating interchangeability of the RIP with a reference method of quantitative respiratory monitoring. Pneumotachograph (PNT) has been chosen as it allows a direct and calibrated measurement of airflow (Hoymann 2012 (Hoymann , 2007 . The validation protocol consists in simultaneously monitoring respiratory function with PNT and RIP on anesthetized and artificially ventilated rats. The underlying physical principle is that for a uniform and fixed orientation of the electromagnetic field the self-inductance of a conductor ( ) linearly depends on the surface enclosed ( ) : = * (Brüllmann et al 2009). Considering a coil enclosing the chest, self-inductance variations mainly stem from the fluid exchanges caused by respiratory activity. The coils integrated in RIP systems are generally made up of an insulated wire sewed in a sinusoidal pattern onto an elastic fabric. In several RIP systems, inductance measurement relies on a LC oscillator whose resonant frequency is determined by the value of the coil inductance (Zhang et al 2012) . LC oscillators are known to be governed by the following relation:
= 1 (2 √ ⁄ ). The oscillation frequency ( ) depends on the equivalent resonant constant capacitor ( ) in parallel with the inductance of the coil (
). Little variations of occur because of the chest section variations ( ) due to ventilation and provoke shift in . In numerical RIP systems (or its variations) is digitized, and allows computing of variations.
The design of the LC oscillator and the digitizer becomes increasingly complex when scaling down. Indeed, the self-inductance of the coil is proportional to the area enclosed, which mainly depends on the size of the lungs. In humans, typical total lung capacity is 6 liters compared to 12 ml for an adult rat (Krinke et al 2000) . Thus, the chest volume of the rat is approximately 500 times smaller than in humans.
As a consequence, a drop in the transducer inductance is observed from a few microhenries for human jacket coils to a few hundred nanohenries in rats. These small inductance values complicate oscillator design because of their lower quality factor (Tooley 2006 , Zhang et al 2012 . Considering the amplitude of the respiratory signals in rats, volume variations are expected to be approximately 200 times smaller (2.5 to 3.5 ml) than in humans (500 to1000 ml). As a consequence, the amplitude of frequency variations will be smaller, as well as section variations . Proper acquisition of this signal requires a digitizer with higher resolution. Additionally, respiratory frequencies in rats (around 1 Hz) are five times higher than in humans (0.2 Hz). Then the bandwidth setup and the sampling frequency of systems dedicated to humans (electronics, signal processing, etc.) are not suitable for proper monitoring in rats and have to be accordingly adapted.
Developed device
The high-resolution RIP device developed consists of a plethysmographic jacket and an acquisition system (Fig.1) . The acquisition system implements the function of an inductance to digital converter (LDC). Commercial inductance measurement integrated circuits such as LDC family (Texas Instruments, Dallas, USA) offer resolution up to 24 bits, but they are unsuitable with such small values of inductance. A high-resolution analog to digital inductance converter (HR-LDC) has therefore been designed. The HR-LDC is composed of an oscillator optimized for small inductance and a 32bit digital ultra-high resolution frequency measurement system with 1ppm resolution. The jacket is made of breathable and elastic fabric that guarantees constant fit of the coils to the trunk of the rat. It has a cylindrical shape and two holes for the front paws to improve reproducible placement of the sensors on the animals. Two coils made up of highly flexible insulated wire are sewed in a sinusoidal pattern onto the fabric. Sensor location is defined to enclose thoracic and abdominal sections. These transducers are connected to the HR-LDC. Data are fetched through a RS232 serial bus by an acquisition program executed on a computer. The system is powered through the USB port of the computer. 
Experimental setup and recorded signals

Animal Preparation
Experiments were conducted in accordance with the Directive L276-33 2010/63/EU on the protection of animals used for scientific purposes and the recommendations from the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol received the agreement APAFIS#5099-2016041916128833 v3.
Nine healthy 4-month-old male Wistar rats (Charles River) weighing 350-400g were anesthetized with an intraperitoneal injection of a mixture of ketamine (50 to 75 mg/kg) and xylazine (10 to 15 mg/kg). Animals were dressed with DECRO plethysmographic jacket as shown in Fig.1 .b before intubation via tracheostomy. Mechanical ventilation was carried out with a Harvard Model 683 Small Animal Ventilator (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, Massachusetts USA). Anesthesia level during the experiment was maintained with a mix of air (78%), O2 (20%) and Isoflurane (2%).
Physiological signal measurement
Cross sectional changes of and were recorded at 100 Hz with the RIP apparatus developed in the laboratory (DECRO) as illustrated in Fig1.a Reference measurement of the respiratory flow ̇( ) was performed with a pneumotachograph (Zephyr flowmeter-Model HAFBLF0750CAAX5, Honeywell, USA) inserted between the ventilator and the endotracheal cannula and mentioned as PNT in Fig.2 . This sensor is especially designed for medical applications such as ventilators and anesthesia machines. The sensor has been soldered on a self-made printed circuit board mounted into a custom Plexiglas box to protect it. It was powered with a 5 V DC supply from a standard laboratory supply (Model 72-10480, Tenma). The Zephyr provides an analog ±750sccm (standard cubic centimeters per minute) full-scale calibrated and temperature compensated flow signal. The Zephyr resolution is 12 bits, corresponding to 0.37 ml/min and the response time is 1 ms. The flow signal is acquired at 100 Hz with a PowerLab acquisition system and LabChart Software V7 (ADInstruments Pty Ltd).
As indicated in Fig.2 , a trigger signal connected to one of the inputs of the PowerLab ensured synchronization between the PowerLab and the RIP system. 
Protocol
As shown on Fig.3 , after animal preparation, standard basal ventilation conditions (2.5 ml-60 cycles per min -cpm) were maintained for 5 minutes to ensure proper stabilization. This step was used for RIP calibration. Six levels of tidal volume ranging from 1 ml to 3.5 ml by 0.5 ml increments were then imposed. Respiratory rate was constant throughout the protocol. Each step was maintained for one minute. Between each increment a stabilization time was added to allow proper volume ventilator adjustments. Volume was controlled by both the PNT and the visual indicator of the ventilator. Volume levels applied during the protocol have been deliberately defined on a range slightly exceeding normal physiological conditions to ensure validation over the whole range of tidal volumes. 
Methodology
Signal processing and data analysis were performed using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The following notation convention was adopted: V refered to volumes and ̇ to flows.
Signal processing
A reference respiratory volume signal ( ) was integrated from the respiratory flow ̇( ) given by the pneumotachograph. T Flenet et al.
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and signals were first filtered with a numeric low pass Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter (Cut-off frequency FC = 10 Hz, Order = 100). Instant trunk volume variations ( ) were estimated from a linear combination of two compartments and as defined by Konno and Mead (Konno and Mead 1967).
( ) = + α and τ were estimated using a least squares optimization on the Euclidian distance separating the reference ̇( ) and ̇( ) signals using the method proposed by Loveridge et al. (Loveridge et al 1983) . The RIP flow ̇( ) was calculated from the derivative of ( ) filtered with a low pass FIR filter (FC = 25 Hz, Order = 100). As detailed by Eberhard et al. (Eberhard et al 2001) , optimization was calculated over a 30 second standard stationary condition period ( = 2,5 ml -RR (Respiratory rate) = 60 cpm) taken at the end of the stabilization period (marked as Stabilization calibration on Fig. 3 , see also the paragraph "Protocol" of chapter 2.2).
Comparison between RIP and PNT data
Goodness of fit between RIP and PNT flows
The distance between the flows given by the two measurements was calculated in order to assess flow signal reconstruction quality. The Euclidian distance ρ between ̇( ) and ̇( ) was used as a fit goodness indicator as in similar studies in humans (Eberhard et al 2001):
̅̅̅̅̅ is the average of ̇( ) over the whole recording, N corresponds to the total number of samples of the datasets and refers to the current sample.
Estimation of tidal volumes
Tidal volumes from RIP ( , ) and PNT ( , ) were calculated by computing the differences between consecutive maxima and minima respectively on ( ) and ( ). For each step of the protocol (times marked by solid lines in Fig.3 ), an averaged value was computed per animal on a timeframe of 20 seconds. RR (Respiratory rate) was also calculated by measuring the inverse of the period that separates two consecutive maxima on ( ) and ( ). RR is expected to be invariant as frequency of the ventilator was maintained constant and is not used for analysis.
Statistical analysis
Results are presented as Mean±SEM (standard error of the mean). Linearity of the measure sensitivity was quantified by applying linear regression between the two measurements. The agreement between the values given by the two sensors was finally assessed using the method described by Bland and Altman (Bland and Altman 1986).
Results
RIP signals
Typical respiratory signals obtained during stationary periods are shown in Fig.4 . Respiratory cycles are delimited by the vertical dotted lines. An example of single tidal volume amplitude determination for a specific respiratory cycle is marked with dashed line in the lower panel of Fig.4 . 
Goodness of fit between PNT and RIP flows
Comparison of tidal volume measurements
Correlation between tidal volumes obtained from the RIP device and the reference PNT is plotted 
Discussion
RIP is a well-known non-invasive respiratory monitoring technique that has been validated in both humans and medium-sized mammals. The present study aims at comparing a newly designed high resolution RIP apparatus with a reference measurement provided by a pneumotachograph. RIP reconstruction has been successfully performed in rats using the method based on optimization commonly used in humans. The quality of volume and airflow signals has been assessed by calculating the goodness of fit and the agreement between the two techniques over the physiological range of tidal volumes.
RIP apparatus performances and comparison to PNT
The oscillator and the digitizer robustly provided signals on all the animals. RIP airflow showed fit at 93% with PNT. Such performance level is similar to previous human RIP assessment carried out with comparable protocol on more substantial tidal volumes (Eberhard et al 2001) . Local differences between RIP and PNT flows can be observed in Fig.5 . In particular, lower volume peaks are smaller and smoother on the RIP flow. The tidal volume corresponds to the area under the flow of one respiratory cycle, hence the area which is not detected by the RIP is very small and the resulting underestimation of the parameter is negligible. and cross-section variation signals exhibit sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio and resolution that are adapted for respiratory cycle detection and amplitude measurement. Compared to the RIP systems usually used in humans, the current system has a high resolution since it allows the measurement of tidal volumes 200 times smaller. Moreover, this is confirmed by results obtained on a test bench which show that this resolution is 2 microliters (Flénet et al 2016) . Despite the very low inductance of the coils involved, inductive plethysmography can be implemented in rats and enables proper reconstruction of instantaneous respiratory airflows.
RIP shows good agreement compared with PNT for tidal volume measurement as indicated by the correlation and the Bland-Altman analysis (Fig.7) . Correlation is high with a linear model (R 2 = 0.975), differences are higher for infra and supra physiological values. Similar behavior has already been observed in humans (Eberhard et al 2001) and is consistent with values expected to be slightly out of the normal physiological range where lung mechanics is subjected to changes. Although linearity is still good for extrema, these observations suggest that the linear model should not be extended out of the normal physiological range. The Bland-Altman shows that tidal volume differences are lower than 20% between RIP and PNT. Limiting the Bland-Altman analysis to the physiological range shows that infra and supra physiological levels (data at 1 ml and 3.5 ml) only introduce a 2% of additional difference. The 20% variability includes both the differences between the 2 technologies and the level of access to the tidal volume measurement by each of the methods. Indeed, the use of the PNT is invasive and allows direct measurement of the inspired volumes, whereas the RIP determines these volumes indirectly, in a non-invasive manner. In a matter of comparison, in humans such levels of agreement for RIP versus PNT have been considered as acceptable regarding potential clinical applications such as ambulatory monitoring of patients with pulmonary disease (Brüllmann et al 2009).
The linear regression (Fig.6 ) may be interpreted as the sensitivity of RIP tidal volume measurement with respect to PNT. This contributes to lowering the agreement between the methods (Fig.7) . As it is repeatable from one animal to the other, this suggests that further studies will be required to characterize the RIP operating sensitivity that will be applicable to all physiological conditions.
From Vt to functional respiratory monitoring with RIP
The respiratory parameters that may be accessible by this technique are not limited to tidal volume as studied in the present protocol. Indeed, this technique is potentially relevant for estimation of all flowand volume-derived respiratory parameters. For instance, tidal midexpiratory flow (EF50) can be measured by taking the flow given by RIP at mid expiratory tidal volume. This parameter is particularly relevant in pharmacological studies since it is a common endpoint for assessment of airway obstruction (Hoymann 2012 , Glaab et al 2001 . Another asset of RIP is that it provides information about abdomen and thorax phasing during respiration. This has been observed both in humans (Sivan and Newth 1990, Ulm et al 2014) and primates (Hammer et al 1995) . Phasing measurement has been identified as a potential method for airflow limitation detection in humans (Bloch et al 1997) . Such phasing parameters are not accessible with methods like PNT or whole body plethysmography that measure the global respiratory flow.
Conclusion
Moving from man to small animals such as rats is a prominent instrumental challenge because it drastically hardens RIP sensor design. This study is the first to validate that it is technically possible to design a RIP device for rats.
This apparatus has been assessed with respect to reference measurement of respiratory function provided by a PNT. We demonstrated that RIP can provide calibrated respiratory volume and airflow signals equivalent to PNT. Moreover, comparison of tidal volume measurement from RIP and PNT reference indicates proper agreement between the two methods. Furthermore, the protocol carried out in this study emphasized advantages of the RIP approach. In particular, the device appeared to be fast and convenient to use. This system has a minimal impact on the experimental setup and the animal remains accessible to the experimenter. This work unveils new perspectives about RIP applicability in rats. Considering the benefits inherent to non-invasive approaches, RIP is a promising alternative for respiratory monitoring. Further studies will now be focused on the implementation of the RIP system in extended physiological conditions without ventilatory support.
